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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (51)

Dear Ciro, salut,
Hope your travel was fruitful.Thank you so much for all your help. I
have a small query regarding ALR. The ALR of the 12 July 2012 in
Birmingham, ENGLAND is showing following Lunar return Ascendant in VII radix house
Sun in 8 house of Lunar return
Moon in 5 house of Lunar return
Mercury in 8 house of Lunar return
Venus in VII house of Lunar return
Mars in 9 house of Lunar return
Jupiter in VII house of Lunar return
Saturn in X house of Lunar return
Uranus in IV house of Lunar return
Neptune in 3 house of Lunar return
Pluto in I house of Lunar return
What do you think from love/relationship perspective.
thanks a ton!
Alfred Ayer

Dear Alfred,
respect only love, it is good. Apply, then, the 30 rules of the Aimed
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Solar Returns and the 20 rules of Aimed Lunar Returns.
Best wishes.

ALR July 2012 Birmingham For Alfred Ayer

***

Dear Ciro,
School has been very demanding in the past month, class is all day
long, and I get 4-5 hours sleep per day, and I still can't finish studying all
the materials. I get grumpy and preoccupy, all-day exams are twice or
once a month, I failed one of my exams already, and if I continue to fail
more of my exams, there will be very negative consequences on my
career.
On another hand, he is not officially my boyfriend, though we went
on dates in the past. I'm very frustrated with the situation now that he's
not asking me for dates, but at the same time, he does everything to make
me approach him: he tries to make me feel jealous by using his friends of
the opposite sex, and then his friends and their girlfriends are displaying
to me how happy they are when they see me walking by, etc
But yes, I have too much worries on my mind that interferes with me
thinking how to make a relationship work. But I hope you are right that
"venus/jupiter is at the beginning of its walk", since every meeting seems
to get better and better, though infrequent…but we only have till August
to decide whether we are going to stay together or up to the school to
assign for clinical hospitals in different cities for us…
you are suggesting Casablanca for July, which is great, with venus/
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jupiter in 3rd, but for my situations now, LR mars is in 7th, would it be
damaging? Do you have other suggestion that may work better for my
situation?
Deva

Dear Deva,
I believe more to the Stars that to the men and to the women.
Your actual ALR is very bad. Mars in VII House destroys you, but
lasts only one month. It is an error to put Jupiter or Venus in the Third
House for the studies and then to position Mars in VII and values of I, 6^
and 12 ^ Houses.
The correct rule is to always position very good values of X House,
that indirectly help also the studies, and always avoid the Houses I, 6^
and 12^. it is better - possibly - to avoid also the House 8^. If you
won't make errors of this kind anymore, you will live one marvelous
year for love.
Many darling wishes.
***

Ciao Ciro.
I wanted to better understand where I should be on my solar return
this year for my birthday.
I was told by someone that I should be in Chicago in order to ensure
better romantic relationship opportunities – however, I live in New York
and not sure I can travel to Chicago due to my work. Can you please
advise if this is true and if it is – is there anything I can do if I can’t travel
to Chicago? Anonymous
My birth details are:
July 12, 1968
Born 11:00am
Lynchburg, Virginia – USA
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Welcome Anonymous from New York!
Your Aimed Solar Return for New York is bad indeed, but the one for
Chicago is decidedly worse.
In fact Mars and Saturn in the 6^ House of ASR can produce serious
damages to the job and to the health. I recommend you a lot Nightmute
in Alaska (do you remember "Insomnia" with Al Pacino and Robin
Williams?).
If you cannot depart, you can read some suggestions on a book of
mine "Aiemd Solar and Lunar Returns" (www.Amazon.com) to exorcize
the symbols, but the result will be very small in comparison to what you
would get if you spent your birthday to Nightmute.
Many wishes (see at your charts under).

ASR 2012 For Anonymous From New York

ASR 2012 For Anonymous For Chicago
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ASR 2012 For Anonymous For Night Mute Alaska

Dear Ciro,
It is impossible for me to go to Alaska for my solar return which is
what i think you are suggesting. What do you think of these places:
New York coast, Virginia, Dominican Republic or Vancouver, Canada
birth details: Lynchburg, Virgnia July 12, 1968 11:00am

Nightmute, Alaska, USA
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Dear Anonymous,
I am sorry that you cannot go to Nightmute. We hope that next year
you can go where the stars recommend you.
Don't suggest me other locations to make a test because this thing
doesn't work in this way. As you can see from the map, Anchorage is far
from Nightmute only about 600 kilometers and it is not good.
Therefore don't speak of Vancouver or of the Dominican Republic. I
regret it.
Many wishes equally.

NY Anonymous....
one more city to consider - Providence, Rhode Island, in addition to
Virginia, Vancouver, Canada- trying to decide what is best for me on my
solar return!
Grazie for any help you can provide me!
Thank you Thank you thank you Ciro

Dear Anonymous,
Providence Rhode Island is a location not possible for your next
birthday: 3 Celestials between the First and the Twelfth Houses are very
dangerous.
The Aimed Solar Return of Nightmute is very good with a splendid
Jupiter on the 5^/6^ Houses cusp and with Venus in the 6^ House and
with Saturn far from the Mid Heaven.
If you dont't like Nightmute, ask me for other locations very closed to
Nightmute (20-30 Km), but don't ask me for Miami, Acapulco, Rio de
Janeiro, Barbados, Paris, London, Rome...
Best wishes.
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Providence Rhode Island ASR 2012 For Anonymous

ASR 2012 For Anonymous For Night Mute Alaska

Dear Ciro,

***

When a person is going to change his/her residence to another country
for 1-2 years, is important to study the relocation chart for the new place
or has the SR chart and transits preference?
Thank you
Anonymous
In this case is more important to look at the Solar Return.
If, instead, we are speaking of Kabul or of Bagdad, is very important
to valuate both the skys.
Greetings.
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